A member of the Harren & Partner Group

We set the highest standards with our solid business ethics, inspirational leadership, and integrated best practices in quality, health,
safety, environment and pollution prevention. This helps us provide
safe, innovative and reliable transport solutions that meet – or even
exceed – the individual demands and expectations of our clients.
We consolidated our business at our Bremen headquarters – the heart
of the Harren & Partner Group. This simplifies decision-making processes and ensures that we always have the expertise we need at
hand.
We hope you enjoy this exploration of Combi Lift’s values, history
and achievements.
Sincerely yours,
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Dr. Martin Harren
Managing Director Harren & Partner Group

n Bremen headquarters

Position 53° 05’ 05” N 8° 54’ 42” O
Height 2 m above sea level

Heiko Felderhoff
CEO Combi Lift

The handling, transportation and installation of heavy lifts and oversized items always involve risks. This is why we have always been
very aware of quality, health, safety and the environment (QHSE)
at Combi Lift. These four factors are constantly changing, however,
and require constant evaluation and adjustment. In response, Combi
Lift has implemented ISO standards 9001/14001 as well as OHSAS
18001 in its ground-based organisation and on board its vessels.
These standards contain policies and guidelines that will keep us focused on these factors.
m
→ Commitment
Combi Lift is committed to complying with all applicable and current laws, regulations, legislation, customer needs and any other requirements relating to QHSE
aspects and impacts.

R
→ Improvement
Combi Lift is committed to adopting a proactive approach to continuously improve all areas of the company's business, which includes dedicating management
resources towards quality, health, safety and environmental issues.

v
→ Leadership
Combi Lift is committed to demonstrating visible and
active leadership that involves all employees and
service providers, and managing QHSE performance
as lines of responsibility with clear authorities and
accountability.

W
→ Certification
Company management
System certified by DNV GL
ISO 9001 = ISO 14001 = OHSAS 18001

m
→ Environment
Combi Lift is committed to meeting the needs and
requirements of our clients while endeavouring to
minimize adverse environmental aspects and prevent
pollution. We also work closely with our clients and
suppliers to reinforce the highest quality, health, safety
and environment standards. We minimise or eliminate
waste wherever possible, and ensure that unavoidable
waste is disposed of or recycled in an environmentally
friendly way.

Z
→ Safety
Combi Lift is committed to ensuring that all employees,
associates, subcontractors and service providers
understand the importance of safe working conditions.
Everybody is responsible for their own safety and the
safety of their colleagues.
We also maintain a secure work environment to protect
our employees from the risk of injury. This also safeguards our assets and ships from property loss or
damage resulting from hostile acts. Combi Lift is ahead
of its time when it comes to future business decisions,
adopting state-of-the-art technologies, processes,
materials, products and management practices to
improve our quality, health, safety and environmental
(QHSE) management.

Our team of experienced master mariners, naval architects and
project managers are setting new standards in maritime transport
logistics and project engineering. We provide our customers with
comprehensive, yet customised solutions.

i
→ Project engineering
We have a dedicated staff of experienced naval architects and master mariners to customise your transport
solutions. We can design temporary structures to support your cargo or distribute forces during the voyage if
necessary. Our technical capabilities also include stateof-the-art structural analyses of the cargo and vessel,
motion response analyses and advanced 3D loading
simulations. We also make any vessel modifications
needed to make the project happen. We’re confident
that we can always find a way to solve your transportation issues.

i
→ Project management
Our well-structured approach makes sure that we (and
our vessels) always deliver in time and on budget. Our
documentation always meets your requirements. We
work closely with our clients to execute projects in a
transparent and communicative manner.

n
→ Logistics
It's our goal to find the best solution for our clients’
transportation needs. We can optimise your logistics
chain with our vast experience in maritime cargo logistics. We also offer door-to-door concepts and hydraulic
skidding for heavy items. Even if you don’t need our
transportation services, we are glad to be your consultant.

→ Lo-Lo
	The cranes of our vessels have lifting capacities
between 150t and 450t, resulting in a maximum
combined lifting capacity of 900t. The vessels are
designed for full lifting capacity at low drafts, which
means that they can even operate in shallow waters.
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→ Ro-Ro
	Our fleet offers a variety of options to roll your cargo
on board. We can suggest a competitive transport
solution for your rolling cargo depending on the
weight, dimensions and pier height.

→ Flo-Flo
	We are experts in handling all kinds of floating cargo,
and can offer a competitive transport solution with
our large variety of vessels. Please also refer to our
combined Ro-Ro/Flo-Flo concept with MV Papenburg.

→ Decommissioning
	We develop decommissioning concepts in the North
Sea, offshore Australia and in the Gulf of Mexico for
small offshore oil and gas structures.

→ Subsea lift
	We install and retrieve subsea structures like tidal
turbines, FPSO cover plates and others with one of
our heavy lift vessels and a suitable mooring or DP
concept.
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2014
New Combi Lift headquarters are up and running
Heavy lift expert Combi Lift has been handling all operations from
its new headquarters in Bremen, Germany since 1 November 2014.
After establishing Combi Lift as one of the leading companies for
transporting heavy lift and project cargoes, Harren & Partner
decided to concentrate all technical and commercial activities of
their subsidiary in one office close to the Harren & Partner Group.

2008
The first dock ship Combi Dock I is delivered
Lloyd Werft in Bremerhaven delivers the Combi Dock I, marking a
new chapter in Harren & Partner Group’s history of innovation.
The special tonnage developed in cooperation with K/S Combi Lift
will remain something of a novelty for years to come, as this is
the first ship to combine the functions of a dock ship with those
of a Ro-Ro and heavy lift vessel.

2007
H & P Logistics & Engineering is founded
Logistics solutions specialist H & P Logistics & Engineering
is founded under the direction of Heiko Felderhoff to meet the
growing demand for customised transport solutions for complex
heavy lift and project cargo.

2000
The joint venture K/S Combi Lift is established
The joint venture K/S Combi Lift is set established to conquer
the heavy lift and project cargo market following a long, trusting
collaboration in heavy lift cargo shipping with Danish company
J. Poulsen Shipping.

1989
The Harren & Partner Group is born
After 12 years at sea and completing a degree in business studies
at Hamburg University, captain and business graduate Peter Harren
starts his own shipping company in 1989. The success story of
Harren & Partner begins with the acquisition of the MV Orion III.

2010
Series completed with the delivery of Combi Dock IV
At the beginning of the year, Lloyd Werft Bremerhaven launches
the last in a series of four dock ships with the delivery of the MV
Combi Dock IV. The Combi Dock freighters represent the largest
single order the shipyard has ever received from a German shipping
company.

2008
Condock Befrachtungs-Gesellschaft joins
the Harren & Partner Group
Harren & Partner acquires the established Hamburg-based
company Condock Befrachtungs-Gesellschaft. In addition to
gaining extensive chartering expertise, the Harren & Partner Group
also get four dock ships as part of the deal – adding another
exciting segment to the existing fleet.

2002
Safety and quality management systems established
Safety and quality management systems are put in place to ensure
the safety and quality of the fleet and its crew and the environment.
All vessels belonging to the Harren & Partner Group are certified
according to ISM Code requirements and ISPS safety standards.

1996
Harren & Partner orders the first heavy lift carrier
It’s already clear that Peter Harren has no intention of limiting
activities to just one segment: The building contract for the MV
Palamos, a heavy lift carrier with roll-on/roll-off stern ramp, goes to
Peene-Werft and sets the course for a multifunctional fleet.
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At Combi Lift, our expert teams work closely with our clients to
develop customised solutions that meet the toughest individual
demands and expectations.
Combi Lift GmbH
Hermann-Hollerith-Straße 10
28355 Bremen · Germany
Phone +49 421 47 600 - 600
mail@combi-lift.net · www.combi-lift.net
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